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Abstract 
This system used three stage intelligent traffic station subsystems to forecast the path on which vehicle will go. First 
stage subsystem can forecast road node which adjacented to traffic station. Second stage subsystem was designed for 
bigger area, for example city, the third stage subsystem was for the larger area between city. Second stage subsystem 
system used A* based on orientation to calculate shortest path, third stage subsystem calculated critical node of a 
large area. The system can compose dispersed monitor information, forecast vehicle path, dynamic analysis, 
hierarchical monitor .It played an important role in ITS. 
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1. Introduce 
Intelligent traffic monitor system is used for vehicle image acquisition, vehicle number 
plate recognition, monitoring, vehicle traffic statistics and joint alarming. Vehicles on blacklist will be 
monitored automatic by this system.  
This paper designs a three stages intelligent monitor system based on A* Algorithm and GIS which 
has such advances: 
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1) Complete road network system: GIS has base feature of point, line and area. Road information is 
based on line which includes information such as road node, road section and so on. This system 
composes network of traffic station and network of road, large information of road network can help 
system to make correct decision. 
2) Accurate distance calculating: Vector GIS information which comes from geological survey map 
or remote sensing map is accurate, distance between two nodes can be calculate easily.  
 3)  A* is used in this system to forecast shortest path and critical path on which vehicle on blacklist 
will go. 
2. System structure and principle  
Figure1 is the structure of this system which contains: detection unit, image unit, supplemental 
lighting unit, snap unit, recognition unit, transmission unit, control center. When a vehicle goes by 
detection unit, detection unit sends signal to supplemental lighting unit and recognition unit, image 
unit and recognition unit capture image and distinguish if the vehicles is on blacklist and send the 
result to control center. 
Control center knows the current position of the vehicle from the result, and use our three stages 
monitor system to forecast those information: where the vehicle will go, where will be the aim 
position, what is the shortest path from current position to aim position, how many time the police 
must reach the aim position, is there any critical path to the aim position? Those above are functions 
of our system. 
The system contains three stages subsystems. 
Fig. 1 Structure of intelligent monitor system 
2.1 First stag subsystem: forecast road node that adjacents to traffic station. 
First stage subsystem is used for forecast path in a small area. It composes vehicle position with GIS 
road information to decide which station will vehicle will go next, and how many time will police go to 
the next station. For the condition of reverse driving; changing way, going back again, the subsystem 
should find and reached a decision. This subsystem uses technique of path matching: 
1) Backdate: if the information of next station is lost, system will use the prior information. For 
example in figure2, vehicle appears in A, but not appears in B, system will go back to C, and the next 
station will be D.  
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2 )Fly-spot: Fly-spot is the node which has no information. For example, in figure 2 there is 
vehicle’s information in A station, but vehicle’s information doesn’t appear in B station, and in E station 
it appears, all this means, information in station B is lost, if system goes to station D, there will be a 
mistake.  
Fig. 2 First stage subsystem demonstrations 
2.2  Second stage subsystem 
First stage subsystem is used for a small area; second stage subsystem is designed for larger area. 
The system is designed as follow: firstly, a time threshold value is given, for example half an hour. 
A,B,C are three traffic stations in figure 3, three circles are the area in which vehicle can reach in the time 
threshold value(0.5 hour). There are two paths from C to D, the shortest time is 1.5 hour. Then police can 
be arranged in 1.5 hour(for other node in circle C police will arrive in 0.5 hour, here police has more time 
to prepare, this is the motive why we calculate shortest path). If we can calculate more nodes’ shortest 
time, police arrange will be more suited.  
T
T
Fig. 3 Second stage subsystem demonstration 
So in second stage subsystem, the most important technique is to calculate shortest path. The most 
famous  algorithm are Dijkstra and Floyd, Floyd whose time complexity is )(
3n2  is used to calculate 
shortest distance between multiple nodes, so it is not used in our system. The time complexity of Dijkstra 
is )(
2n2 , Dijkstra calculates shortest distance node by node. It is not suited for the system that has large 
sum nodes. For a middle city, there will be ten thousand or hundred thousand nodes, the time cost and 
space cost is very large. Actually we are not very care about that the path we calculate is the best or the 
second best. We care more about the calculate speed. So we design the system as follow: 
1) The express of graph: matrix can be used in traffic network, although there is little node in our 
system, but its time complexity and  space complexity will be )(
2n2 ,so in this system we use adjacent 
table.  
2) Use A* instead of Dijkstra: A* is a heuristic search algorithm which uses heuristic information 
when it searches a new path. By this way, we can search fewer nodes, so the time is less. 
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3) To improve the efficiency of A*, the system uses search method based on ellipse restrict and 
orientation restrict. 
A* algorithm step is: 
 1) Mark the first node, and then expand the child nodes of the first node. 
 2) To every child’s nodes, calculate their evaluation values and arrange them by evaluation value, 
then mark the least evaluation value node, if it is the aim node, then stop and record the shortest path. 
 3) Else for the new marked node go to (2). 
The evaluation value of A*contains two parts: the cost that has paid and cost hasn’t paid. Evaluation 
value f(n)=g(n)+h(n),g(n) is the cost from first node to current node; h(n) is the cost from current node to 
end node. A good A* has appropriate h(n). A* calculate f(n) of every nodes, and then choose the node 
that has the least f(n) as the next node, the entire least nodes compose a path, this path is the shortest path. 
There are many examples of A* to calculate shortest path: [1] uses A* based on orientation, 
searching the node which has similar orientation with vehicle; [3] simulates the think way of human, 
creating a experience repository and using experience knowledge to filter the path that has little 
possibility, by this way its search speed has enhance greatly; [4] uses index to compose the vector atlas 
with A* data structure, by this way to enhance the efficiency of A*; [5] simplifies shortest path algorithm 
by using road connectivity; [6] analysis the advantage and disadvantage of Dijstra and A* and put 
forward an improved means. 
When there are huge information, enhancing the efficiency of A* becomes very important. H(n) 
plays an important pole here. H(n) should be chosen by this way: firstly, it should reflect the original 
problem, secondly it should be smaller than the distance from current node to end node, thirdly it should 
be simple. [2] 
There are two evaluation value functions: 
1) Functions based on latitude and longitude:
Q and w are road nodes, distance between q and w on earth can be calculated by this way: 
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Here q’ latitude and longitude isΰ qq
OM ,
αΔw’s latitude and longitude isΰ ww OM , ,αΔR is the radius 
of earth. Evaluation value functions is f(n)=g(n)+Dist(q,w) 
  2) Evaluation value function based on Manhattan distance: 
The Manhattan distance between q and w is: 
ManhattanDist(qΔw)= 
( |)||(|* wqwqP OOMM               -------ĸ
Here 
360
**2 R
P
S , evaluation value functions is f(n)=g(n)+ ManhattanDist(q,w) 
The Manhattan distance is simple, but it uses the sum of right triangle’s two edges to calculate the 
value of hypotenuse, by pythagorean proposition, the sum is bigger than value of hypotenuse, so the 
algorithm ĸ does not belong to A*, and perhaps can not find the shortest path. 
Function based on latitude and longitude calculates the direct distance of each a pair of nodes. 
Because the distance between two node is the least (node q and w’s direct distance is smaller than other 
way’s distance). This means h(n)<h*(n) (h*(n) is the distance from current node to end node in A*), so 
the functions ķ belong to A*, and the best path will be found. 
To enhance the efficiency of A*, an algorithm based on orientation is put forward. If we make line 
between current node and end node (we mean line1), and make another line between current node and the 
next node (we mean line2), usually the angle between line1 and line2 is in an appropriate value scope. 
(for example: A node in figure 3α. The node which has less angle between current node has more 
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priority .An threshold value T  can be consider here, all node in scope of angle T   can be consider and 
calculate with A*, other nodes will be filtered. By this way, the efficiency will be enhance largely, for 
example, if T =90̓efficiency will enhance one times. 
For example, in figure 4, the current node is q, end node is w, because angle between |qw| and |qs| is 
smaller than angle between |qw| and |pq|, node s is chosen to be the next search node. 
Here angle calculating is based on function ķ returns value. 
If coordinate of q isΰqx,qyα,end  node w’s coordinate is ΰwx,wyαΔs’s coordinate isΰsx,syα,angle 
1T  between qw and qs is calculated by this: 
||||2
||||||
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Fig. 4  A* based on orientation demo  
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Because 21 TT  ,we select node s as next node. Experience proves A* based on orientation has 
good effect.  
In practice, the threshold should be chosen properly, if it is too small, many connective nodes will be 
not connective. Figure 5 is the second stage subsystem interface. 
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Fig. 5 The second subsystem interface. 
2.3  The third stage subsystem 
The third stage subsystem is for the larger area than the second stage subsystem. The second stage 
subsystem can give several possible paths, but sometimes, we need a critical path. The third stage 
subsystem can give the inevitable node and calculate the earliest time and last time to reach the critical 
node.  
The third stage subsystem has two step:  
Firstly, calculate by time: calculate if there is inevitable node in giving time. 
Secondly, calculate by area: calculate if there is critical node in giving county, city, and province. 
If a vehicle doesn’t arrive at a critical node, the third stage subsystem will estimate if it has change 
way or turn around.  
3.  Conclusion 
The paper discusses intelligent monitoring systems based on GIS which has three stage subsystems. 
Firstly the system’s structure is introduced, then three subsystems. First subsystem cares about the area 
near the current node. The second subsystem uses A* based on orientation to calculate the shortest path 
from current node to aim node. The third subsystem calculates critical path, it is usually used in a large 
area.
This paper puts forward a new method: A* based on orientation in detail and discusses its advantage 
and disadvantage. 
The system can compose dispersed monitor information, forecast vehicle path, dynamic analysis, 
hierarchical monitor. It has played an important role in ITS.  
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